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A number of court cases- are being decided and Taws
are:being ,passed that have.an impact: upon the First Amendment rights
of children in the United States. In addition, groups such as the
national.Parent4eachers ASsociation, Acticin forthildreOs
TelevisionotheltOdncil on Dental'Bealth, and'the American Public
Health Association are lobbying for legislation that would limit thetypes of communicatiOn aiailable:_to. Children. The O.' B.:Congreis in
turn 'is pressuring federal agencieslike the Federal CoMmuniCations
Commission and the Federal Trade COMMisSion to,make rules refining
material-permiSsible ftir children1S-..donsdmptiOn. Although' this trend ,

seems to be gathering momentum, there are as yetto Mechanisms for
defining what the rights of the children'are and no approaCh. that
allows for the uniform application of those rights. The uneightened
judicial scrutiny test" would give lawmakers and judges alike.
guidelines to be used in insuring=Society's. rater-est in-the
protection .ofchildren. and the child's interest inbecodingan
informed member of: the adult society. The heightened judicial
scrutiny test invoives_answering.twoquestions: CO Does the
regulation at.issue serve, an important government'objective? and cn
Is the regulation substantially related to the achievement' of that
objective? (R1)
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Introduction

The legal area of children's rights under the First Amendment to the.
Constitutiln of the United States is unexplored and judicially undeveloped.
initial andlysis orthPhrea reveals two basic facts. 9First the Courts have pot
,yet artiFulated any special factors that might determine haw existing legal
mechanisms fol analyzing the First Amendment rights .of edultslcan he applied to.
minors. Secon , the constitutional tests of equal protection traditiorially used to
determine if.an adult has been afforded civil rights Ate themselves, as will be
shown, in a state of flux.

In order to delineate and provlde a means of discnssing the FirstAmendment
rights of children,-this paper proposes a test, the "heightened judicial scrutiny
test," which can then be used as a legal litmus in the area of thilOreaaad the
First Amendment: various laws and court decisions concerning minors can be
measured against the test with the of ,developing a unified approach the
First Amendment rights of children.

nstitutional Ri-htt of _Children-

An examination of the rights that adhere particularly to children quickly
reveals that the notion of a special legal status for minors and the attendant
protectionist attitude that our society takes tow/E:rd them is a relatively recent
phenomenon. Until the seventeenth Century no special emphasis was given to child-
hood as A separate phase of the life cycle. "Obviously infants needeespecial
care and-attention, but once they had been weaned and had achieved a minimum. of
ability to,take care of themselves, they became "small adults"--mingling, working
and playing with mature people"1 As the French intellectual historian Phillip
Aries has pointed out

In the middle ages...and for a long time after that
in the lower classes, children were mixed with adults
as,sopn as they'were considered capable of doing
witfiout th r mothers or nannies, not long after a tardy
weaning (in other words at about-the-age of seven).
They immedi tely went straight into the great,community of
men, iharink in the work and play,of their companions,
old and young alfike.2.

In the seventeenth century, attitudes toward children changed.. Clergymen and
humanitarians of this time encouraged the eparation of children from'adults,
and, as these thinkers influenced parents, whole new attitude toward the child
resulted. The child= emerged as a special person, primitive',irrational and
innocent.3

id.

Children" is used generi to refer to all persons who'hive not reached the
,age of majority: used interchangeably with "children /"



ut this increase in concern' for the weifareAf.childre
gal notion that,minors were the, charges' of-thefamily

.

y unable to acefor themselves.

In colonial AMericachildren were treated as servan
owing-strict'aiedience to their pareA4 an_d holding
poSitions'of complete subservience, Within the famil-
unit, The common law did not-distingUieh between:-
infant-and the mature teenager, catigoriting both.as

-"Minors and,generally, treating them-se the "PropertY"I
of their parents, whocOuld make any and all decisions
:affecting them,4

Although this view of children has been rejected by the United tates Supreme
Court in recent years,the Courthas still not analyzed the " -ality of the
relationship of the minor and the State."6

The Court has recognized that children "are 'persons under\our.Constitution
and.that they "ate possessed of fundamental rights which the state must respect.
Similarly, 1t hasstated that "Constitutional rights do not'mature and come into
being.magicilly only when tine attains the state-define&age ofelajority.- Minors,
as well as adults, are protettedhy the Constitution and-possess dr:institutional
rights."9

But other thanthese very general statements, the Courtllas-p -ided -little
comMentary regarding how and-to what extent the rights of adults aplyto children.
Recently, the Court, Jn dealing with minorls'ittempts toredeve medical services
without:parental dinsent, has taken the opportunity to_commine somewhat more
spedifically on the rights of children. For this reason the case centainingthise
comments, Bellotti v. Baird104 invites' examination.

e `-

The'issue the Court faced in:this case, which was dedided in July, 1979, was
the constitutionality of a Massachusetts statute that required unmarried, minor
_girls desiring an abortion to'first attempt to gain approval- of both parents and
subsequently to petition-a,judge if one or both parents refused consent:

The Court began its eight- -one majority opinion written by Mr. J4stice
Powell with a statement aheut the rights of children "A child, merely on account
of his minority, is not beyond the protection of the Conatitntim...Whatever\may
be their precise impact, neither the Fourteenth Amendment nor the Bill of Rights
is for adults alone. " "11

Oar
But the Court went on to quickly quote Mr. Justice ankfurteea 1953 statement-

that,"Legal theories and their phrasing in other case eadily lead to fallacious
reasoning if uncritically transferred to determination of a tate's duty toward
children."12

Why can the rights of children be limited? The Court articulates three reasons
that make the limitation acceptable. First is the peculiar vulnerab4lity of
children. The Court pdints-out that this factor has led to the eatablishment of a
system of juvenile courts, an arrangement that is constitutionally permissible :'
"The State is entitled to adjust its legal system to account for children's
vulnerability and their needs."13



The second reason for such limitations the "inabilit- of chi dren to make-
cr -tical decisions.in-an Wormed, Mature/ manner. " "14 Here the CoU t:refeified-tO
past decisions,ikwhich it has held. that-

4

'the States validly may limit the freedom

U

of children to choose for themselves in-. he making of iipoitanti. affirmatiye
choices with potentially serious comma ences."15

The laat:teation is the importance of the parental rele in child-rearing. The
t noted that the tradition of parental authority?'' lohvaceepted byAiur legal

systemy "is not inconsiateht with our tradition of individual liberty." 1.6

'HAVing.so outlined the rights of children, and the instances in which those
fightamay be limited,. the Court held the Massachnsetts law-unconstitntional
because it 'failed to prOvide an alternative permission procedure for those minors
who did not want to weak parental authorization. The Court felt that thestate
law upAuly burdened the minor's fundamental right to abortien, especially in light.,
of airtime factor: "A pregnant adolescent..'..cannot preserve for long,the
possibility of aborting, which effectively expires in a matter of weekS.from the
onset of pregnancy. "17

Because of the unique nature and coisequences'of an abortion decision, the
,

Court was loathe "to give a third'party an absolute; and possibly arbitrary,-veto
over the decision..."18 ,Wading farther Into the delicate issupOf the parent's
right to-make: such a deciiion Or his child, the Court admoniehed the state "to
-act with particular sensitivity when it legislates to fosier_parental involvement

this er "19, (Emphasis added0

To summarize Bellotti, the case Would seem to yield threeMpo tent points:
(1) the fights of children may be different from those .of adults, in, arrangepents
such as the juvenile court system in instances inyhichchild.Xen could make-,
critical decisions that could result in their harm, and in das#8 that:defer:to,
patental authority.; (l.) when a right may effectively expire due to a tine factor,
the state must use extreme care in theexerdise of its authority; and although,
the Court accerdE(great respect to the role'of parents, in the:upbringing of their
children, the state nst be:sensitive when it fosters pareniallihvolvement-in the
exercise of rights of the minor. -

- With Bellotti as a backdrop, it is productive to examine two instances in
which the Court has spedifically dealt with the involvement of children in Fifst
Amendment- issues.

ent iii hta of. Children

Ginsberg'y,_New York20 tested the.cons
prohibited,the:sale to minors under 1.7 ,`year
on the basidof its appeal to Childrent
determined that the "girlie":magazipessold
considered obscene for adults. "Thus,th.
such material could be sold to adUlts, b

-Utionality:of a state law which
age material ddfined to be obscene

he outset of the case, New York
',a minor in this case would not be
e the Court faced was not whether

athei if a-state could apply different
standards fox determining what is obscene,,fori4children.

In determining that the state does'have'the power to adoptwhat has been
termed "Variable obscenity" standards-',21'the ourt pointed out they general

,

authority of legislatures:



State has paver to that adjustment e.,

standards tor obsce ity seen clear, forswe
recognized that ;Veil: whe e'there is an invasion of
tad freedoms7the.00wei.of'the state to. contrail the

--children 'reaches._ eyond its authbrity over
a

authority 4epres from two interests' the righ
:01 their children: .

;

4

LC -1 onstitutional 'inter retation has consistently reco
nired.thft parent's' claims-to authority in their._ house-
holds to direct -the rearing cif:theif children basic in
thelatructure of our societY, Ttie legislature 'Could
properly` conclude that parents and others teachers, for
example, who have this primary responsibility for children's,
well -'being are entitled to the Support of laws designed to
kid discharge-of that responeibility. .Moreover, the
prohibition' against sales to minors does not bar_parents who
so, desire from purchasing the magazines for their children.23

The second interest pramOied by this law is.theconcern of the state its
for the well-being of its.youth:'

CT]he knowledge that
alwaya4be provided an
protecting:the welfare
regulation of the salO,
altogether fitting and
'statute designed to
special standards.

ential 'control or guidapei 'cannot
society's transcendent interest in.
of children justify reasonable
of material to them. It isi therefore,,
proper for a state to include in a
late the sale of pornography to childr

4

.Finally, the Court pointed out that since "obscenity is not within the-:,area of
protected speech and press, "25 thisitatute doe& not invade constitutional rights..
For thia reason, the Court rejected the assertion by New York that the-sale of
such material to Minors poses "a'Clear and present danger to the people of the
state,"26 andnotedthat such a test is not required.Where unprotected. speech
at issue.

Application'ofthe and,present danger doctrine" woulcicompel the state'
to aemonstrate a'shawing of circumstances which could lead to Violence-. The Court
was skeptical about this link and registered doubt that "this `finding byliew York
expressed ataccepted.scientific fact."28 Nevertheless, the law is'upheld becaude
the law prOmotes the legitimate interest of the State in its youth.

ph
Inllis,concurring opinion, Mr. Justice

osophy of the majority:
sums, up the underlying

I thihk a State may permissibly,de ermine that, at least
some precisely delineated areas, a child. . .1s not possessed
of that full capacity for individual choice which 1p'the
presupposition of First Amendment guaranteep. It is only



Upon such, a' premi I.ahould suppose, that a State
may deprive children other rightslheright-to

.

marry,'.for example, or the right to
that would be conatitutionally:intolerable for adults:29

n contemplating the implications of Ginsberg, two factors must be kept in
mind. The first is that in using obscenity doctrine to hold the statute valid,
and'not some other 10414=1;1 such 4s the Fourth 'Amenddenpi the Court was in a' -

sense,since obscenity isnotprotected.speech, making'this a nen-First -Amendmend
issue; therefore, the-ability of the states to regulate the reading matter of
minors'is a limited,one., "Ginsberg shduld not be read to support broad'state-
restrictions on the_eceess of minors to nonobscenematerial.such as violent films
even if the state reasonably judges -them to be injurious to minors. "3©

The second factor is that the New York =statute w very narrowly drawn It i .

only restricted visual m4terial.ofa sPecifIc;natu
about the publication'Of ideas.31'

e.next case under review dealt with ication which was very clearly
n the ambit of t e 'First Amendment.

and said.nOthing-whatever

Tinker v. Des Moines Indeiendent School D grew out of a-ruling by
pUblic achoolofficials.thatprohibited students from ea ring black-armbands as :
symbols of their sentiminfefigainst the Vietnam -ar. I adjudication of the
case, three facts were emphaiized by the Supreme Court: first, only severi,out of

,18,000,Ilea Moines school children oirseto wear the arm bands; second, the
.:adMinistritors' contention thit a disturbance that would interfere with school
discipline would result from the display was notrealized;- and'third, students in
he shho4ls prior, to this incident'had:been allowed to wear political symbols.

.buch as Nazi Iron Cross and national politiCal campaign buttdna. '

In its opinion, which °help unconstitutional.t1 puling of the school
administrators, the Court took the opportunity' to- emphasise the First Amendment
rights of children:

First Amendment rightsr;Applied'in-light of the bpacial
characterof the school environment, are-available to
teachers and students. :It den: hardly be argued that eithee
students or teachers shed their constitutional rights to'
freedola of speech car .expression at the schoolhouse gate.
This hAs been the unmistakable holding,of this Court for
almost 50 Years."

The Court displayed its respect. for. the aUtho y the states and school
'officials have -to Control conduct in .the schools; but pointed out that this case
deals not with-conduct 'that intrudes upon the work of the School or the rights
of other students, "84 but rather with "direct, primary, First Amendment rights akin
to 'pure speech."35 A simple fear on the part of school officials"that a
disturbance:may erupt 1g not sufficient ground,todeny Firtit Amendment rights:

(Ijn our system ; undifferentiated fear or apprehension of
- disturbance is not enough to overcomethe:right to
freedom expiesidon. Any departure from absolute

ry



enti fen may canoe trouble. q variation from,
majority's Opinion may inspire faar . . . .But our

constitution ays We must take this risk. 6 -71

The Court went on to reinforce the full constitutional rights of. children:

Students in school.. as w =11 as out of school are'"persons"
under our Constitution They aii.posseased of, fundamental
rights which the State must respect, just as, ligy,themselves
Must respect their obligations to the state. In our system,
students may'net be regarded As closed-circuit recipients
of only that which the State_chooses to communicate. . .

In the absence of a specific showing of constitutionally valid
reasons to regulate their speech, students are ._entitled 'to
free expression of eir views.37

This reference- ,6 an:"absence of a specific showing of Constitutionally valid
reasons to regulate their, speech" suggests that in Tinker the Court, was,applying
the clear and present danger doctrine. There was no showingshy'officiels that the'
speech in question ,might lead to violence. -In fatt, the officials' positan,was
based on the feeling that rachOols Are no place for demonstrations. "3g Since there
was no danger 'of violencevunder the'clear and present danger.test, -414 speech .

could not beproscribed.

It should be noted that in this case the Court made attempt to differentiate
between thP First Amendment rights of adults and minors as ustice Stewart did in'
his concurringihpinion in _Ginsberg. Since thi Court chos of to qualify its
opinion, it "a?pears to have concluded either that minors in fact possess the
necessary capacity for claiming and exercising First Amendment rights or that the
level of 'capacity isnot.crucial to making the threshold determination whether
such rights are applicable to minors. "3q

The apps
-decided wi hin''a.

4,the expre ion
protected . the

type of communic Lion some comme
written-toprott) .40

41,-,

ifferences in'theholdings of Ginsberg and Tinker,,whitn were
ofeaeh:Other,can, be explained in terns of the nature of

ved; one dAalt with,obstenity-0,form of communication not
_ Amendment) and the other with political Speech (the very

atoms believe the First Amendment was-expressly-

HoweVer
between'the-
assumption
those of adult
in Ginsberg. .

This confus
what isneeded,i
theory that mig
situations and

a. least one member of the Court was confused enough by the d
oldings 'to remark; "I cannot share the Court's uncritical

the First Amendment rights of children are co-extensive with
ndeed,I'had thought the Court decided otherwise just last term

ance:

on, unmitigated by scholarly inquiry into the area
a general theory of the First Amendment rights of
provide a test thit could 'be applied to a variety
11 yield a unified approach to this complex area.

especially crucial at a time., when administratiye agencie
al Trade Commission,and the Federal C tnications Commission are.

ve laws in,th.e belief that childre must'be protected from
communication.

Such a then
such as the Fede
enacting admini
various types o

suggests that
hildren, a
f factual



In hia bpok, The S Item of Freedom of Expression, Thomas-Edierson re
need for such a test least when quqsons Of obscenity are involved:

A

he full protectloptheory-of th'e First Amendment
cannot be applied -Nor, in view of the present
of knowledge about tha,subject, canAhe clear and resent
danger test be employedi,or any test based on- he effect

;
Of.pbeCenity fan childreemx Even -a balancing tea: wcnild
nok be feasible. 'We are-leit,then,:at least-,fog 'the
time.being,'with little e-moie than a. due proces 'test--
that,the restriction be a reasonable one,42 g

This paper suggests that a refin Fourteenth Amen sient equal protection test
is most shitabla. to deteraine the Fir Amendment right lof children.43

/

Fourteenth Amen and ual Protection

The Fourteenth Amendment to-the United States,Consfi ution, ratified JA1868,
was passed increactionte Fresident Johnson's veto,of the Civil Rights Bill of
1866, which.was to guarantee blacks the same, civil rights..as Whites.

Although constitutionalhistorians debate the many OurpOseathe framers of
the-Amendment, thereAs nO doubt that, Whatever elkthey May haVeMAhed to do,
they,di&Antend to validate the 1866 Act ahethereby-ensure that blacks had
eqUalitynflegal status arid voting-rights.44 Nevertheless, the language of the

/i

amdndment does go beyond -lie prohibition of racial diacrimitation:-

T
All.persons born. or naturalize& in the UnitediStates,
and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, arJ citizens
of, the United States and of the State wherein they.reside.
No'stateahall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
prIvileges Pr Immunities of citizens of the United States;
not shall any-State deprive any person bf life, liberty, or
property, without due,process of law; not deny to -any person
within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.45

By choosing language that went beyond the tangible him they.were seeking to
redress, i.e., unequal treatment of blacks, the drafters of this Amendment Provided
generations of jurists and legal scholars with words that do not assert a specific
rule but rather state a principle eapable of a wide range of meaning,.

One hundred years- of interpretation of the Amendment and of its final Equal
Protection Clause has pumped solidity 1ntos.the abstract principle: application of-
the Amendment usually begins when a group or classification has been drawn by the
State or'by some agency thereof and people in the group claim that this grouping
or "discrimination" denies them. equal protectioh of the law.

A\determination of whether equal proteCtion'has teen denied must take into
account the fact that "all legislation involves classification of some sort."46
Even the most noncontroversial statutes, such as those punishing.persons convicted
of murder, divide people into groups according to conduct and motivation, and
treat various groups differently. Accordingly, when applying equal protection,
courst have operationalized "equal" to mean. similar and "protection" to mean treat-
ment. Thus the Fourteenth Amendment does not require that every single person be
dealt with in exactly the same way but rather that similar persons be treated



the Constitution of the finitStateS, -That,, by. virPie
of this, it is not only the right, but the bounden and
solemn duty of a state to advance the safety, happiness
and prosperity of- its. people; joy any and every
act of legislation which it may deem to'be Conducive
to .5© .

lloWever there have been instances when the '.Court determined that a 's purpose
was not legitimate.'

In ImkilLyl/kani,1151the Court ptonounced the-purpose of a state law
-illici;, anclwent'on to explain that this examination. of purpose is appropriate
since the Equal Protection Clause requires' more that a simple showing that all
personsin:a given class are treated similarly. In.1967, Virginia enforced a
miscegenation Statute, the purpose of which was to preserlie the racial integrity 9f
its white citizens. Virginia contended that the statute did notviplatethe
Fourteenth Amendment because it punished,equally boththe white and black
participants in the interracial marriage.

In repudiating Vitginia's contention that the equal protection clapse,requ
only equal treatment, the Court:stated:. "[1.17ereject the notion'that the mere
."equal application" of a statute containing racial classifications is enough to
:remove the classification fromthe Fourteenth Amendment's proscription of all
invidious-racial discriiinatibn."52

Then the Court went on to reject the stated intent of the Law:
, "There is

patently no legitimate overriding purpose independent of invidiouE'racial
discrimination which justifies this classification."53

This two-step test of the applidatidn of equal protection-- determinafion firs
of a proper legislative purpose and second of a rational relationship between.

,means and endis termed the. rational basis test, in addition,to giving a
presumption of validity to state purposes under the rational basis test, the-Court
also "rather generously defers to,legislative ,judgment on classifitation."54 This
deferral is, necessary since some Meaetre of over- and underinclusiveness can bee"
discovered in any law. It is up to the courts to detide how ill-fit the relation-
ship between the criterion and the end must be before it is aonsidSred arbitrary;
the rational basis test gives wide latitude to the states in this:respect. This
latitude, appeared to:Zane in .the late 196Ors as the Supreme Court evolved a tune
stringent 14th Amendment Standard.and thus developed what has been called the "new
equal protection." ,

The new test--called "close scrutiny " - -is based inn two doctrines: that of
suspect '1.assification and of fundamental rights. These two doctrines are
essentially standards for determining the degree of fit reqPited between means and
ends. In contrast to the looser "rational basis teat" which tolerates broad
margins of over- and underinclaiiveness, these two doctrines require a tighter fit.

A fundamental right is one which is either directly guaranteed in the Bill
Rights or emanates from:one of these rights.55 The Court has termed these "the
haste civil rights of man, fundamental to our very existence and'aurvivgL"5t The
right to vote,)7 tomarry,5e to marital privacy,5 to procreation,00 to abortion,61
and to,ecave1,62 are some of the rights regarded as fundamental by the Court.



larly.

The first step.thenvand the central one for,equal proteciion analysis
involves-deterMining which lines or classificationa are permissible.47 The key
concept there is that of 1"relatedness." A eontinum exists with "completely
related" or "reasonable" atone end and "completely unrelated" or "arbitrary"
at the other. A grouping is deemed "arbitrary" if the criterion upon which it
based is aunrelated t the state's purpose for the legislation at issue. -For
example, if a state, for the purpose of curbing juvenile crime, imposed'a curfew

all blueeyed minors, then the state would be guilty of an "arbitrary" grouping
ince no relationship exists Vetween blue-eyed juvenile's and a.,tendency toward

crim nal.conduct. On the other hand, a grouping is reasonable if its criteria
are related to the state's purpose. For example, if a state imposed a fine on all
convicted juveniles, the grouping of juveniles would be considered reasonable
because a manifest relationship exists between convicted juveniles and crime.

An oversimplification results from using obvious examples: these illustrations-
suggest that relatedness and unrelatedness are 'discrete qualities when in fact
they are not. It is usually dot a question of whether the criterion and the end
are-related or unrelated, bUt rather one of how well they are related. A
criterion can be considered. arbitrary even when,related to the purpose of the law
if the relationship is distant. The Supreme Court and its commentators have
labeled this distant relationship "ill-fit."48

Ill-fit is the consequence of two types of legislation: overinclusive and
underinclusive. The former occurs when a statute.picks out or affects more people
than it should. Underinclusivedess results when a statute affects fewer people
than it should. 'For example, if the federal Congress, upon a finding that
saccharin is carcinogenic, prohibited the sale of soda pop containing saccharin,
'the law could be termed underinclusive since soda pop is only one of many foods
containing the sweetener. If, on the other hand, the law prohibited the-sale of
all artifically sweetened soda pop, it would be overinclusive since saccharin is
only one of many artifical sweeteners, some of which may not be carcinogenic.

N,
It should be apparent that a state could use this process of fitting a means

to an end: to defedd legislation of dubiouequality. For example, if a state's
purpose were to subordinate women to men rather than.to -choose-the best:students'.
for admission ta professional schools, then gender would be well-suited for
deciding who 'should be admitted to the state's law and medical schools. Under
the means-end test, this classification would be related and permissible. :Thus in
equal protection analysis it is necessary to go beyond a mere test of fit to a
second -step: identifying the state's purpose- for the law and determining whether
this purpose is legitimate.

In the great bulk of the cases it decides, the Supreme Court as deferred to
the wisdom af'state legislatures and assumed that these bodies, when legislating
to protect the heal:h, welfare and safety of their citizens, were guided 1:4T
legitimate state pu oses.49 As the Court noted in a case questioning the limits
of a state's police power,

A State has the same undeniable and unlimited
jurisdiction over all persons and things within its
territorial limits, as any foreign nation, where
that jurisdiction is dot surrendered or restrained by



The suspect cl ification doctrine grew of the Court's recognition, that
classifications raan along racial lines are g herentlysuspect and carry 'a very
heavy burden of j stifjeation."63 Once the 'ict classification principle had,
become clearly established in race case's, other orms of.discrimination began to be
attacked on the ground that thdY too,were sdsfect. Race64 and alienap65.have been'
irmly established as suspect classifications . ilegit maey ;66 sex,6/ and

pdverty68 have been debated as to their sus ness.

Under the "new equal protection'` atr, ntiny test, whenever 'either a
suspect classification or a fundamental
that of the rational basis test bust be used. h s stricter standard requires,
that in Order to survive review, the state law at issue must further a "compelling

,state-interest" and must, be less restrictiV,e.of federally protected rights than any
alternati4e teens of promoting that interest.69

nvolved, a higher standard thaq

Strict scrutiny can be contrasted With'rational basis as foll&s: rational
baja requires_a pro-per legislative purpose, striet.icrutinlIFequirea a compeXlinr,
state interests rational -basis reqUires a-rational reiationsElpa,etween the means
and the end, strict scrutiny requires that the statedse Oe best and narrowest
method available. Lastly, awhile rational, basis gives a presOmption of validity to
the state;, strict scrutiny places the burden of proving.a.compelling state interest::
on the state.70:

This t --tiered approach to equal prOtectien was very much the prOduct of the
Darren Court. Since the' establishment of the Court of Chief Justice:Burger, the-

,

strict scrutiny test seems reserved for a very few casesusually involving
. racial discrimination. In its place the Court ha's adopted a'test that-is less

demanding than strict scrutiny but more stringent than rational basis.

In two rtcent caees71 the Court has.applied this test. Both dealt with groups
that; while 4-conclusively sUspect, do represent classifications about which
the Court has remained skeptical:, gender and illegitimacy. This test would seem
to have two parts. The,first invelves a detertination that the' group, while not
suspect, analogous in many respects to the -personal characteristics that have
been held suspect when used as a basis Of statutory differentiationa."72 The

,second pbrt involves a judicial awareness that "these classifications are subject
to 'scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause."73 Although "classifications based
on this analogy . ; .fall into a-realm of less than strictest scrutiny. . . we
also establiCsh that the scrutiny is not a.toothless one."74 In order to withstand
a challenge, the classification "must serve important government objectiVes and

41, Must be Substantially related to theachievement of those objectives."75.

'The essential differences between this test.(which can be te edr'heightened
judicial scrutiny ") and the close scrutiny test are that this test involves.
"scrutiny," the other "close:scrutiny;".thisteat involves-a group "analogous" to
suspect, the other suspect; and this test requires that legislation serve
-"important government objectives," and the other a'comp l__ling state interest."

The Court has provided some commentary egarding what are not important
government objectives: avoiding intrafamily controversy 71 reducing the workload'
On courts:77 and administrative ease and conveniencL7n



" eightened Judicial Scrutiny" Applied ildren

As we'suggested above, the development of a unified approach to children's
First Amendment rights requires that a test be developed which can be applied to
a number pf legal- issues involving freedom of speech vis-a-vig minors.: The
heightened judicial scrutiny test would seem appropriafebeCause it prey-ides a
mechabism for discussing the exercise of a fundamental right by a group that,
.although not suspect, is regularly classified en the basis of personal tharacreris-

,tics.

Why shoul4 children constitute a classification that is at least suspicious':
if not suspect? Kenneth. Karst79 has suggested that there are two factprs relevant
in determi=ning ale degree of'suspectness: one emphasizes the value of respect:
classification on the basiA of a trait that is immutable ancLhlghly visible leads
to a system of thought dominated by stereotypes which,often=imply the inferiority.
of the person so categorized.' j

The other emphasizes the'value tlf participation, This factor may seem
unrelated to,ehildren since their ostensible participation in the democracy is
precluded. But the First Amendment protection for freedom of expression is not
limited to political expression. As Thomas Emerson has pointed out "The principle
also carries beyond the political realt. It embraces the right to participate in
the buildinp of the whole culture, and includes freedom of expression in religion,
literature, art,-science,-and all areas of human learning-and knowledge."3°- If
th, ability to actively participate in. the democracy were a criterion for snspect-
n then alienate, for example, could not constitute a suspect. classification.
But the Court has pone- to great lengths to stipulate that although aliens may not
vote, their categorization is suspect and they must be allowed to participate in
institutions such is the state barl and the civil service.'-'2

Perhaps the stronreSt reason in favor of considering children suspect in
this context is because discrimination against Children, and the attendant limit
on their right to receive information, invades one of the most fundamental interests
of children: the interest in becoming an informed member of the adult society.83

Given that for the sake. of the present argument, the classification of
children is suspect enough to trigger the heightened judicial scrutiny test, two
questions must be answered: (1) does the regulation at issue serve an im.ertant
government objective; and (2) is the re6Aation substan
achievement of that ob ective.

In order to ap ly these two criteria, it is instructive to look at'a factual
situation that the upreme Court faced recently in Federal Communications
commission v. FacdicaFoundation." At 2 o'clock in the afternoon a non-comerc1 ,i1
radio station in new York City played the recordinr "Filthy Words" taped by
satiric humorist George Carlin. The recording was played during a program abouL
contemporary society's attitude toward language Because the recording contained,
according to Carlin, "the words you couldn't. say on the public airwaves,'
imediately before its broadcast listeners were advised that it included eAsitivc
language that might be regarded as offensive to some."

A man who had heard the recording while drivi_ with his fteen-year-old
85 1-in-son comp. a. edto the FCC. In its response, the station explained that "Carlin

is pot mouthing obscenities, he is merely using words to satirize as harmleOs and
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essentially silly our attitudes toward those ds.'0

The issue the Court faced in this case that is of importance to this
discussion is whether speech that is concededly not obscene' may be restricted
"indecent." The answer of the Court was affirmative although the words used
are not categorically=excludedAfrom ratio, because ofpthe presence of children
the audience/indecent speech could be proscribed.0 The ruling in this case is
Chat,he die.of speech which is deemed indecent may 'be prohibited from daytime
radio p gramming when presumably children are in the audience. Since the Court
vent to great j_engttr to'define "obscene' as separate from 'indecentr speech,C8
the assumption can be made-that indecent speech is not outside First Amendment
nrotectiop. Thus we ree-c1Lrhe question of why the fundamental First Amendment
ri!7hts of children can be so limited*

as

Under the heightened judicial scrutiny- test, the tiJo questions that must be
answered pertain to the government objective and the relationship of the regulation
to that objective. The objective of both the FCC and the Supreme Court in
Pacifica would seem to be to protect children from a certain type of language..

According to rhe diet
objectives which may lead
rii!hts if t system makes
system would; if a child,
reinforcement of parental
not related to Fac
all discretion from paten

of Bellotti, are three circumstantial government
to the circumscription of children's constitutional
a child particularly vulnerable, such as the adult court
through a decision, .could cause himself harm, and if the
authority so requires. The first objective is clearly
Neither is the third, fur, In truth, this rullt 8MOVe5
is and gives it to a regulatory commission

Lot objective may pertain, t,- one douid argue, alrhouv.h nut strongly,
that a child, by choosing to listen to a recording sueh as Carlin's could
unv-ittingly do himself some undefined harm. Assuming that this is the objective
of the ruling, it must now he determined if there is a substantial relationship
het' -ieen the re),ulation and the achieving of this objective.

10 l!tc LIcaulLL J$,t3S aiLIal" lt. Lhi-o ,olif-A.L? The gui r.Ai

,,met hero between. the reason hie relationship of the rational basis test und th-
requireMent of the narrowest and best alternative of :the strict scrutiny test-.
The question may be posed in this manner: is proscribing indecent l nguai'e from
daytime radio an efte ive :lay to keep cblidren from dolt, themselves this
undefinable harm! In the total absence of per5nasive evld,ace, the snbstantCal,
of this relationship pd100. Since this ou,stion cannot be answered strongly in
the affirmative, it is appatent that th, objective does not meet th= heightened

setutiny test of substantial relationship, an,A ihat, when
applied, the FCC kuliti. considered In Yaclfica viol tes th, Firtit
f chiidten.

A kik,' 11

" ,.p..et

gr-ups such ate the mit ieaal etA ant Aci le,, f

professional okrauliations such as he,Couaci
Dental Associa

is test 18

h
A., Lit." h, httl,h :it_

Children' vision and
on hental Lcaith of Lk Amerl,n,
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Congress for legislation which would limit the lypes of communication available
to-children. Congress in turn is pressuring federal agencies like the Federal
Communications Commission and the Federal Trade Commission to make rules defining
material permissible for children's consumption.

Although this trend seems to be gathering momentum,92 there Is as yet no
mechanism for defining that the rights of children are and no approach which allows
for the uniform application of those rights.

The heightened judicial scrutiny test would give lawmakers and judges alike
guidelines to be used in tnsuring society's interest in the protection of children
and the child's interest in becomiig an informed member of the adult society.
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